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Buddy Line 
Spring 2018

The Newsletter of the Scarborough Underwater Club Inc. 

Message from the President 

Greetings, 

Another dive season is upon us and, if the early season weekend trips are any indication, it will be a banner year. 
Congratulations and a big thank-you to Rick (despite being on the losing end of his recent battle with a three-eyed tilling 
machine) for putting together, and maintaining, another tremendous schedule. If you haven’t signed up, please take a 
look and join us for a brand new experience or for your favourite location. 

This year’s Open Water weekend at Marmora was quite the success with 5 new Open Water divers becoming certified 
and our newest SUCI members. Congratulations to all of you and welcome to the best dive club in the province (a purely 

unbiased opinion  ). We are looking forward to seeing you over the summer as you continue to develop your skills 
and perhaps move on to the next level under the careful instruction of our team of instructors led by Jack, our Training 
Director. Congratulations, as well, to our 5 members who took advantage of our continuing education program to 
become Rescue Divers. Well done!  

While we do not hold monthly meetings in July and August, please remember that the pool 
at TPASC continues to be available for your enjoyment. Come out and swim, snorkel, 
practice your scuba skills or check out your new equipment. Mike and Bev McAllister 
continue to do a terrific job at maintaining our pool supervision schedule and managing our 
equipment locker. A special thank you to both Bev and Mike.  

On the social front, Jacqueline Millar has put together some outstanding activities over the 
past year from axe throwing (watch out!!!) to simulated sky diving and brewery tours (not to 
be combined with axe throwing). Our fall banquet is set for October 27th, so please be sure 
to add that to your calendar. 

I’d also like to acknowledge the rest of the executive team for their continued support and 
ongoing efforts. Ed Rutland is our Treasurer, Nora Mark is the club’s Secretary and our 
communication link, and Bev also acts as our Membership director. Our club has a strong 
membership and is in a good financial position.  

Be sure to check out the club’s website and calendar for dive schedule updates and upcoming events. Have a great 

summer, be safe and have fun.                                                                                                          All the best,  

Ron Bogart 
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Message from the Training Director  

Buoyancy control is probably the most important skill a diver “masters”. In 
fact, one usually notices a great diver by observing great buoyancy control. 
This skill has become so important that, since 2014, PADI Open Water 
Courses are now taught with all skills mastered while the student is neutrally 
buoyant. Gone are the days of students pinned to the bottom of the pool. 

Divers Alert Network (DAN) reports that loss of buoyancy control is one on 
the leading causes of diving accidents and serious injury. 

Here is how you should perform a proper buoyancy check: 

 With all your gear on for the dive, enter the water with air in your 
BCD.  

 Take a normal breath and completely empty your BCD. You should 
FLOAT at eye level. 

 Breathe out. You should sink.  

 Breathe in. You should stop sinking or even rise. 

 If this happens, then you are properly weighted. If not, adjust your 
weights appropriately (add or remove a little) and try again.  

Your wetsuit compresses due to depth. When properly weighted, you may 
need to put air in your BCD as you descend, but you may not. 

Keep in mind that Aluminum tanks tend to float when empty. The difference 
between a full tank and an empty one is about 5 lbs. You may need to add weight to compensate for this. All weights 
need to be capable of being ditched in an emergency, except for a few pounds of trim weights. 

Drysuit diving introduces a whole new dimension to buoyancy control which is only one of the many reasons you should 
ensure you are properly trained. 

The dive season is upon us - please take a moment to make sure you have this skill mastered. 

I wish you all a safe and happy 2018 Dive Season. 

Jack Purchase 
SUCI Training Director 

PADI Master Instructor 265464 

 

 

 
 

 

Follow this link to 
learn about taking 
ginger for Nausea 

https://www.nutritionaction.com/daily/dietary-supplements/does-ginger-help-nausea/
https://www.nutritionaction.com/daily/dietary-supplements/does-ginger-help-nausea/
https://www.nutritionaction.com/daily/dietary-supplements/does-ginger-help-nausea/
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SUCI's Visit to Defence Research and Development Canada, EDU  

 On a Monday afternoon in March 2017, 16 SUCI 
members met in the parking lot of Defence Research and 
Development Canada, at CFB Downsview off Sheppard 
Avenue west of Allen Rd. We gathered for a tour of the 
Experimental Dive Unit of the Canadian Forces guided by 
Lt. Alex Delorey of the Royal Canadian Navy. We 
received our visitor’s passes and, as it is a secure facility, 
surrendered our Photo IDs to the Commissionaires to be 
held until we were leaving the site. We were then led 
down a few hallways past a small display of historical 
diving equipment to a large room in which portable chairs 
were set up for us. After we were seated, Lt. Delorey, 
standing behind two re-breather outfitted manikins on the 
platform of the deep dive simulator chamber, introduced 
himself, welcomed us and thanked us for our interest. He 
then shared a brief history of diving in the Canadian 
Forces along with a description of the re-breathers and 
how they functioned. 

Up until 1945, diving in the Canadian Navy was conducted by Royal Navy-trained hard hat divers. Tasks were limited to 
salvage and ship repair in shallow waters. Following World War II, the need for harbour defence and coastal mine 

clearance became apparent. 

The first Canadian Dive Unit was formed in 1949 as a mine disposal organization. 
Training for this Unit, stationed at HMCS Stadacona, was initially conducted in 
the U.S. and England but moved to Halifax once enough trained personnel were 
available. 

In August 1952, the “Diving & Ordnance Disposal Schools & Training” was 
formed and subsequently conducted operations throughout Europe, on Canada's 
coasts, as well as many operations in the Arctic Ocean.  

During an intensive two-week preliminary course, candidates competed for a 
limited number of positions. Those who were accepted then completed a 
comprehensive one-year course. Studies included different equipment, diving 
medicine, recompression treatment and chamber operation, demolition and 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal, underwater welding and cutting, 
ice diving, underwater photography and many others. 
Graduates were awarded the coveted "dolphin" badge of the 
Clearance Diver.  

Mine countermeasure tasks are accomplished using the 
Canadian Clearance Diver Apparatus (CCDA) and the 
Canadian Underwater Mine Apparatus (CUMA). Both of 
these rebreathers are designed and built by Fullerton-
Sherwood in Mississauga, Ontario. CCDA is a set-flow 
Nitrox rebreather capable of diving to 180 FSW, while 
CUMA is a variable flow Heliox rebreather with on-board 
diagnostics, capable of diving to to 270 FSW. For deep, 
non-mine clearance diving, the Kirby-Morgan Superlite 
17 helmet with surface supplied mixed gas is used. 
Several recompression chambers (including the 
Draeger Duocom chamber which is portable and 
capable of flyaway operations) are used as well as 
underwater cutting and welding gear, hydraulic and 
pneumatic tools, video equipment, hand-held and 
side-scan sonar and two Remotely Operated Vehicles 
(ROVs) called "Phantom IV" and “YDT 11”. Deep 
diving and the larger "Trailblazer" bottom object 
investigation vehicle. 

CF-5 Jet Fighter outside of 
DRDC, Downsview 

Earlier rebreather 
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DRDC Experimental Diving Unit is at the forefront of diving technology. It is 
the only operational mine countermeasure, explosive ordnance disposal 
and battle damage repair unit in the Navy. These same people defuse 
bombs on land for the Canadian forces. 

We were encouraged to ask questions at any time, and our host seemed 
quite happy to answer some of the interesting ones fielded. The large two-
chambered pressure vessel directly in front of us was designed and built by 
Canadian Vickers in the 1970's. Accessed by an air-lock, it simulates deep 
dives using different types of mixed gases. We got a closer look later that 
day. The company also made ten submarines for the Royal Navy in their 
Montreal shipyard during WW I.  

 We were then instructed to follow our host around the room and through a 
door to an area on the side of the main building which was open to the 
elements on one side. It contained many large 22 ft long steel tanks linked 
to a manifold system which supplied the facility with breathing gases. We 
then entered another room where a technician was filling small (est.10"dia.) 
round bottles with 3,500 psi of oxygen in a tank of cold water, in order to 
hold a more dense charge of gas. These small globes are very strong as 
they are made of a special alloy material originally created for military jet 
engines. 

After leaving the filling room we went to an area at the back of the deep dive chamber which somewhat resembled the 
control room of an early nuclear reactor. Covered with analog gauges and dials, this was the operation and observation 
room of the chamber, in which officers 
and technicians could communicate 
with and monitor the divers.  

The officers and staff of the diving 
units are ready to respond to any 
situation and remain true to their 
motto: Strength in Depth" 

After leaving the control room, we 
again assembled in front of the 
chamber and like going bowling, 
donned some shoes that we would 
wear to enter the chamber, 4 people at 
a time. Like entering a small area of a 
submarine, the easiest method of entry 
was to grab the handle above the 
portal with both hands and put both 
feet in first. Upon arrival we saw an 
exercise bicycle bolted to the floor on 
the other side of a very thick 
transparent wall. The room we had just 

entered was about 8' in diameter and had valves, brass tubes and gauges on the 
sides, as well as communication headsets hanging. One safety man would be on 
the air side (although he would be under the same pressure as the diver in the 
water on the other side of the clear wall). Divers in this area are constantly 
monitored for safety while their ability to perform tasks under (literal) pressure is 
noted. Upon leaving we thanked Lt. Delorey, returned our visitors badges and 
retrieved our photo IDs. 

All in all a very interesting and informative visit for SUCI members. Lt Alex 
Delorey thanked us for our visit and has informed SUCI that this presentation 
could be done again for those who couldn't attend this time, or for other interested 
groups. 

Some of the information above is taken from the website of the Canadian Naval 
Divers Association navydiver.ca 

 

Mike McAllister 

Kirby- Morgan Superlite Helmet 

Model of interior of Deep Dive Simulator 

Exterior of Deep Dive Simulator 

http://navydiver.ca/
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Memorable Moments on Roatan Trip December 11th -18 th2017 

 Reef House is a reasonably priced, small dive resort – nothing fancy, but very personal. Dave, an owner and 
manager of Reef House, brought in a chef - just for us! She did a great job and meals were simple, but healthy 
and very tasty. The festive Christmas dinner with turkey, fish, shrimp, sweet potato, corn etc. was amazing! We 
also enjoyed the fish meals which included lobster tail and shrimp. 

 We saw two seahorses: a smaller white one and the more common long snout, in shades of brown. Always 
fascinating! 

 Something we haven’t seen often in Roatan: a good-sized nurse shark resting under a coral outcrop, looking very 
relaxed. 

 Enjoyed following trumpet fish a few times – got quite close.  

 Experienced a halocline and a reverse thermocline in one dive due to the run-off from heavy rains that occurred 
mostly before we arrived. Normally, as you ascend the water gets warmer; however, in this case, the water 
cooled for several feet because of the layer of cooler fresh water floating on top of the denser salt water. 

 Love all the coral here, especially the huge barrel corals! I noticed one that was about the size of an outhouse! 

 One evening, we were treated to a musical 
presentation. This talented couple were very 
impressive! He played guitar and she sang – 
what a beautiful voice! 

 For those of you who may have a “sensitive 
system” (as I do), here’s a suggestion. I ordered 
Aquatabs from Amazon.ca and they worked! We 
put two tiny tablets in the water of a thermos that 
was delivered to our room each day. We used it 
for brushing our teeth and drinking water, 
including water we put in our travel mugs for the 
boat, etc. Two tablets only need 30 minutes to 
dissolve in about 2 litres of water. Cost is about 
$20 and will last for several weeks. Highly 
recommended!  

 It was awesome to have our gang of 18 divers take over the whole resort and birthday party celebrations added 
to the camaraderie! 

Nora Mark  
Thoughts on the trip from other divers: 

 Kelly – Lost my ocean virginity. I’m hooked! 

 Barb – A wonderful trip with our lovely SUCI friends! So happy to be back with my buddies. 

 Adele – Great dive buddies. I almost passed out 55 feet under water due to lack of food. I was noticed by a few 
dive buddies. I wasn’t doing so well. But the dive master dragged me to the boat and, after I had some food, I 
was good to go. Happy to be alive! 

 Ester - Thanks to SUCI buddies for making me feel at home away from home. The thrill of diving never leaves my 
memories. 

 Heather – Another fabulout trip to Roatan. The Reef House is like going home! This trip was extra special with so 
many old and new Friends. Mike’s 60th birthday and Lauren’s birthday the next day made the trip a week-long 
celebration.  

 Ron – A wonderful trip with great friends with current and past SUCI members renewing friendships and 
celebrating together. Mike and Lauren’s birthdays were made special with the staff from Reef House going out of 
their way for us. My first time in Roatan and the Reef House but can easily see why it’s a favourite place to go. 
Special thanks to Mike and Heather C. for organizing the trip. Can’t wait for the next one.  

 Heather C – The Reef House was like going home. Everyone was so welcoming and accommodating. I love 
diving with my SUCI friends. It was very special to be celebrating Mike and Lauren’s birthdays. We saw sharks, 
eagle rays, peacock flounder, red banded shrimp, etc. Can’t wait to travel with this group again.  

 Lauren – What a fabulous vacation! The dives included lost of fantastic fish, lobsters, Morray eels (some of whom 
were rather forward), several beautiful nurse sharks and some wonderful encounters with colourful octopuses. 
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The food was a delightful surprise including Lobster Eggs Benedict, a Christmas turkey dinner like no other, and 
Mike’s birthday cake decorated with a complete scuba diving scene. A beautiful way to celebrate a birthday and 
bring on a great year. Thank you to all my fellow travellers who made the trip…. Including those who graciously 
donated pharmaceuticals when the tummy squabbles hit. Gotta love dive buddies! 

 

St. Clair River June 2018  

Another great weekend of diving the St. Clair. 
Thanks to Raimund Krob for his DMing the first 
combined dive for SUCI and the Sudbury Dolphin 
Aquatic Club. And thanks to Patricia Striewe for 
introducing us to her new Sudbury dive buddies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Entry to the Barge Monarch dive. Water was 
about 4-5 feet higher than last year.  

Shore support crew   

Patricia goes turtle while 
Cheryl laughs helpfully    

Shore entry - getting ready to 
count and kick!   
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Mike Babiski's display of vintage diving helmets 
(that Divers can try on) 

Shipwrecks/2018 

Searching for shipwrecks can be a long, tedious, tiring, expensive and 
sometimes dangerous activity. Hours can be spent steering a boat in long 
straight lines following a grid pattern (commonly called “mowing the lawn”) while 
staring at a screen. Or, in earlier times, staring at printed-out images on a scroll 
created by a side scan sonar. Many times, the search ends with a return to shore 

with only eyestrain and a 
near-empty fuel tank. 
While some look for 
treasure, many people 
take on this task purely 
for the excitement of discovering something no one else has 
seen. 

On April 7, The Niagara Divers Association (NDA) put on their 
annual Shipwrecks Symposium in Welland, Ontario. For those 
unfamiliar with the event, it is a daylong symposium in which 
speakers present stories, accompanied by stills and videos, of 
ships and aircraft lost beneath the waves of the world's oceans 
and lakes. 

The masters of ceremonies for this year were Cris Kohl 
& Joan Forsberg, a husband and wife team of divers, 
authors, filmmakers and historians. Their list of awards 
and qualifications is too long to list here, Cris is best 
known for writing the "Great Lakes Diving Guide", a 
huge tome that lists almost every known shipwreck in 
these inland seas, including pictures, maps, drawings, a 
short description of each ship and the cause of its 
demise. Known among some divers as "the Bible", it is 
the most comprehensive list of shipwrecks in the Great 
Lakes. In previous years, Mike Fletcher and James 
Delgado from “The Sea Hunters” have both been 
presenters. This year, there were eight presentations by 
diver/explorers as well as a report by NDA's Ian 
Marshall on the status of the Lake Erie Eastern Basin 
Mooring project. While all the presentations were 
interesting, I really enjoyed David Trotter's story of the 
discovery of the last whaleback, the 208' SS Clifton after 14 years.  

"In 2002 Undersea Research Associates began the search off Alpena hoping to learn the fate of the Clifton and her crew. 
It would be 14 years and thousands of survey hours before the target appeared that would lead to solving the mystery of 
where and what happened to Capt. Gallagher, the crew and the steamer Clifton." (quoted from NDA’s pamphlet) 

If you have never been to "Shipwrecks", it is well worth the early 
morning drive out to Welland. 

Here is a link to Dave Trotter's website: Undersea Research 
Associates 

  

http://www.shipwreck1.com/
http://www.shipwreck1.com/
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Marmora 2018 

Congratulations to SUCI’s most recent graduates! 

 

 

Mary: Lots of fun 

Norman: Just wanna thank you for all the 
effort and time. I would have zero 
knowledge of this scuba without you all. 
The Rive Crowe is a fantastic Open 
Water experience. Mr. Raimund and 
Lauren and Mr. Darrell.  Thank you so 
much to learn from the great scuba 
instructors of SUCI. 

Nadia and Mark: This has been an amazing experience. It was something we wanted to 
do as a couple so that we could travel and have a sport and pastime together. You 
helped us make the first important step. You were exactly the right club and 
teachers for us. 

Back Left to Right: Newly certified Open Water Divers Kevin O’Connor, Norman Leyva, Mary 
Barlow, Mark Reynolds, Nadia Nogueira de Sa and OWD buddy for the weekend Rich Barlow 
Middle Left to Right: DM Darrell Grainger, Instructors Raimund Krob and Lauren O’Keeffe  
Front: Friday – Despite mastering big sticks, not yet OW certified even after his 3rd time attending! 
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Vic: Enjoyable weekend. Found very helpful and very hands on. Feel more confident. 
Great support staff. Lots of fun. 

Eric: very warm weather, perfect for getting in the cool water for a break. Very 
rewarding rescue course with great instruction from Jack and Nora with additional help 
from Mike. Tons of fun diving and camping. 

Stuart: Very safe, well organized and fun rescue course. A very awesome experience.  

Idris: Now I know how to save lives! Instructors were very informative of rescue 
procedures. 

Jacqueline: What a fun weekend! It’s always great to spend time with SUCI members in 
and out of the water. Thanks, as always, to Jack for his instruction and hard work and 
to Rick for his Chef Ramsey experience! 

Back Left to Right: Newly certified Rescue Divers Vic Rickey, Stuart Gass, Idris Rahaman, Eric 
Meggeson, Jacqueline Millar 
Front Left to Right: DM Nora Mark, Instructor Jack Purchase, buddy Mike Durst, Overall 
weekend DM Lee Ann Smith 


